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January 23, 2017

The President Donald Trump
The White House
1600 Pennsylvania Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20500
Etats-Unis - USA
Mister President,
First of all, I present you my congratulations for your election as president of USA.
I listened your speech, and as a Muslim, I also want to end terror made by Muslims. But I believe this terror
will not end soon by wars or weapons; only truth and justice can stop this terror.
Today, 15 years after the attacks of 9/11, USA government did not produce strong factual evidence that
proves Muslims made these horrible attacks. Without this evidence, we Muslims, are believing that Bush
administration lied, and falsely blamed Muslims to justify invasion of several Muslim countries and kill
millions of innocent Muslims!
You can stop that, by opening the archives, declassifying all related documents, and prove the allegations of
Bush administration. I wait your action in that way.
But, I did not wait 15 years to ask you this question. I studied the available evidence and get to the
conclusion that the planes were controlled by one team in a sequential manner, using USA cruise missile
technology! This graphic that represent the actual time graphic of the hijacks, proves that sequential manner.

The red bars represent the flight times made by the hijackers. These red bars are clearly sequential, and that
is impossible with 4 teams who were unable to contact each other on board of the planes. But this succession
is an obligation when the hijacks are made by one team using cruise missile technology. That criminal
technologic team was internal to USA; no Muslims country or terror group has such technology.
It is useless to linger more in that letter; we can discuss later. You must know that everything is consistent
with that scenario. And this was hidden during 15 years, and it is one of the first evidence to check.
Before targeting Muslims, starting wars and killing millions of innocents, USA has the obligation to prove
that Muslims actually made these attacks. Without justice, USA is protecting the actual criminals of 9/11.
Yours Sincerely.
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